CONTENT
FSD.PTI 21 is a software application designed to assist PTI
inspectors when carrying out periodic technical inspections.
It can display specifications, test instructions and other information, and apply testing methods for the electronic vehicle interface via the PTI-Adapter, enabling PTI inspectors to carry out
efficient inspections of the safety-relevant and environmentally
relevant components and systems installed within the vehicle.
Since April 2006, FSD.PTI 21 has been used by approximately
15,000 PTI inspectors in Germany.

FSD.PTI 21 provides the PTI inspector with all of the PTI-relevant
information for the vehicle being tested:

TEST PROCEDURES
Specifications and testing methods for assessing the installation,
condition, function and efficiency of components and systems, including
via the electronic vehicle interface

TEST INSTRUCTIONS

VEHICLE COVERAGE
FSD.PTI 21 contains information for almost every model, manufacturer and class of vehicle: from passenger cars, lorries and
buses to trailers and motorcycles. It contains information for
more than 100 million vehicles in Germany and Europe.

Vehicle type-specific test instructions and defects

STANDARD TYRES
Permitted wheel/tyre combinations

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

SUPPORTED DEVICES
FSD.PTI 21 is touchscreen-compatible and optimised for display
on a wide range of devices, including laptops, tablet PCs and
smartphones.

Further information regarding operation and functionality
(e.g. instrumentation, on-board computer menus)

SUPPORTS THE

FSD.PTI 21 uses the
PTI-Adapter to communicate with the vehicle’s
control units, thereby
improving the efficiency of
a wide range of tests, such
as installation tests and
braking efficiency tests.
The sensors inside the
PTI-Adapter can also be
used to measure dynamic
parameters such as
deceleration.
For further information,
please see our flyer

LOCATIONAL INFORMATION
Position of the VIN, type plate, OBD socket and engine code where relevant

TECHNICAL DATA
Including for the engine, gearbox and emissions

For further information, please see the following flyers, or visit us online at: fsd.zentrale-stelle.org
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